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What is the opposite of with - WordHippo Need antonyms of with? Here's over 50 fantastic words you can use. Opposite | Define Opposite at Dictionary.com
Opposite definition, situated, placed, or lying face to face with something else or each other, or in corresponding positions with relation to an intervening line, space,
or thing: opposite ends of a room. See more. What is the opposite of...? | Oxford Dictionaries What is the opposite of 'hibernation'? The word aestivation is roughly
opposite in meaning, but it isn't in general use and it doesn't refer to mammals. It's a specialist zoological term referring to the prolonged dormancy of an insect, fish,
or amphibian during a hot (or dry) period.

Opposite | Definition of Opposite by Merriam-Webster Opposite definition is - set over against something that is at the other end or side of an intervening line or
space. How to use opposite in a sentence. Synonym Discussion of opposite. set over against something that is at the other end or side of an intervening line or
spaceâ€¦ See the full definition. What is the opposite of from - Answers.com The opposite of 'from' is 'to.'. From the standpoint of interpersonal operations (what the
first person I, does in relationship to a second person, you), the opposite of you is me , or I. Opposite - definition of opposite by The Free Dictionary Define opposite.
opposite synonyms, opposite pronunciation, opposite translation, English dictionary definition of opposite. adj. 1. Placed or located directly across from something
else or from each other: opposite sides of a building.

word choice - 'Opposite to' or 'opposite'? - English ... The rook is opposite the knight. This suggests that the prepositional variant, when contrasted to the adjectival
variant, is limited to having the same implied meaning as "opposite in position to". So, in conclusion, "opposite" as the head of the adjectival phrase that dominates
PP- to has the potential to be applied with a greater scope. Finding the Opposite of a Number - Cool Math Finding the Opposite of a Number. This is really easy... and
it's going to be really important in the subtractions lessons for signed numbers. The opposite of a number is just the number on the opposite side of zero on the
number line. The opposite of a is -a. The opposite of -a is a. The Opposite - Wikipedia "The Opposite" is the 86th episode of the NBC sitcom Seinfeld, which was
also the 21st episode of the fifth season. It aired on May 19, 1994. This was the first episode shot for Season 5, but it was intended to be the season finale.

the opposite of loneliness
the opposite of benefit
the opposite of hate
the opposite of emphasis is
the opposite of love
the opposite of legato is
the opposite of 0
the opposite of misogyny
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